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Biological macromolecules are  
the molecular machines of life
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PERTURBATIONS CAN CAUSE DISEASE 
BY DISRUPTING MOLECULAR MACHINES
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Sometimes, drug discovery works well
Bcr-Abl fusion constitutively activates ABL in CML patients, 

resulting in unchecked white blood cell proliferaton

imatinib bound to c-Abl [PDB:1IEP]

Nature Biotech 23:329, 2005

human kinome 
[518 kinases]

imatinib 
[blockbuster drug]

staurosporine 
[toxic natural product]



DRUG DISCOVERY USUALLY ENDS IN FAILURE

Scannell et al. Nature Rev Drug Disc 11:191, 2012

Nature Reviews | Drug Discovery
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c  Adjusting for 5-year delay in spending impact
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The magnitude and duration of Eroom’s 
Law also suggests that a lot of the things that 
have been proposed to address the R&D pro-
ductivity problem are likely, at best, to have a 
weak effect. Suppose that we found that it cost 
80 times more in real terms to extract a tonne 
of coal from the ground today than it did 
60 years ago, despite improvements in mining  
machinery and in the ability of geologists 
to find coal deposits. We might expect coal 
industry experts and executives to provide 

explanations along the following lines: “The 
opencast deposits have been exhausted and 
the industry is left with thin seams that are 
a long way below the ground in areas that 
are prone to flooding and collapse.” Given 
this analysis, people could probably agree 
that continued investment would be justified 
by the realistic prospect of either massive 
improvements in mining technology or large 
rises in fuel prices. If neither was likely, it 
would make financial sense to do less digging.

However, readers of much of what has 
been written about R&D productivity in 
the drug industry might be left with the 
impression that Eroom’s Law can simply be 
reversed by strategies such as greater man-
agement attention to factors such as project 
costs and speed of implementation26, by 
reorganizing R&D structures into smaller 
focused units in some cases27 or larger units 
with superior economies of scale in others28, 
by outsourcing to lower-cost countries26,  
by adjusting management metrics and 
introducing R&D ‘performance score-
cards’29, or by somehow making scientists 
more ‘entrepreneurial’30,31. In our view, these 
changes might help at the margins but it 
feels as though most are not addressing  
the core of the productivity problem.

There have been serious attempts to 
describe the countervailing forces or to 
understand which improvements have been 
real and which have been illusory. However, 
such publications have been relatively 
rare. They include: the FDA’s ‘Critical Path 
Initiative’23; a series of prescient papers by 
Horrobin32–34, arguing that bottom-up  
science has been a disappointing distraction;  
an article by Ruffolo35 focused mainly on 
regulatory and organizational barriers;  
a history of the rise and fall of medical inno-
vation in the twentieth century by Le Fanu36; 
an analysis of the organizational challenges 
in biotechnology innovation by Pisano37; 
critiques by Young38 and by Hopkins et al.39, 
of the view that high-affinity binding of a 
single target by a lead compound is the best 
place from which to start the R&D process; 
an analysis by Pammolli et al.19, looking at 
changes in the mix of projects in ‘easy’ versus 
‘difficult’ therapeutic areas; some broad-
ranging work by Munos24; as well as a  
handful of other publications.

There is also a problem of scope. If we 
compare the analyses from the FDA23, 
Garnier27, Horrobin32–34, Ruffolo35, Le Fanu36, 
Pisano37, Young38 and Pammolli et al.19, there 
is limited overlap. In many cases, the differ-
ent sources blame none of the same counter-
vailing forces. This suggests that a more 
integrated explanation is required.

Seeking such an explanation is important 
because Eroom’s Law — if it holds — has 
very unpleasant consequences. Indeed, 
financial markets already appear to believe 
in Eroom’s Law, or something similar to it, 
and the impact is being seen in cost-cutting 
measures implemented by major drug com-
panies. Drug stock prices indicate that inves-
tors expect the financial returns on current 
and future R&D investments to be below 
the cost of capital at an industry level40, and 

(KIWTG���^ Eroom’s Law in pharmaceutical R&D. a�̂ �6JG�PWODGT�QH�PGY�FTWIU�CRRTQXGF�D[�VJG�75�
(QQF�CPF�&TWI�#FOKPKUVTCVKQP�
(&#��RGT�DKNNKQP�75�FQNNCTU�
KPHNCVKQP�CFLWUVGF��URGPV�QP�TGUGCTEJ�
CPF�FGXGNQROGPV�
4�&��JCU�JCNXGF�TQWIJN[�GXGT[��|[GCTU��b�^�6JG�TCVG�QH�FGENKPG�KP�VJG�CRRTQXCN�QH�
PGY�FTWIU�RGT�DKNNKQP�75�FQNNCTU�URGPV�KU�HCKTN[�UKOKNCT�QXGT�FKHHGTGPV����[GCT�RGTKQFU��c�̂ �6JG�RCVVGTP�
KU�TQDWUV�VQ�FKHHGTGPV�CUUWORVKQPU�CDQWV�CXGTCIG�FGNC[�DGVYGGP�4�&�URGPFKPI�CPF�FTWI�CRRTQXCN��
(QT�FGVCKNU�QH�VJG�FCVC�CPF�VJG�OCKP�CUUWORVKQPU��UGG�5WRRNGOGPVCT[�KPHQTOCVKQP|5��
VCDNG��CPF�
REFS 24,86,87��0QVG�VJCV�4�&�EQUVU�CTG�DCUGF�QP�VJG�2JCTOCEGWVKECN�4GUGCTEJ�CPF�/CPWHCEVWTGTU�
QH�#OGTKEC�
2J4/#��#PPWCN�5WTXG[������(REF. 86)�CPF�REF. 87��2J4/#�KU�C�VTCFG�CUUQEKCVKQP�VJCV�
FQGU�PQV�KPENWFG�CNN�FTWI�CPF�DKQVGEJPQNQI[�EQORCPKGU��UQ�VJG�2J4/#�HKIWTG�WPFGTUVCVGU�4�&�
URGPFKPI�CV�CP�KPFWUVT[�NGXGN��6JG�VQVCN�KPFWUVT[�GZRGPFKVWTG�UKPEG������JCU�DGGP���s����JKIJGT�
VJCP�VJG�2J4/#�OGODGTUo�VQVCN�GZRGPFKVWTG��YJKEJ�HQTOGF�VJG�DCUKU�QH�VJKU�HKIWTG��6JG�PGY�FTWI�
EQWPV��JQYGXGT��KU�VJG�VQVCN�PWODGT�QH�PGY�OQNGEWNCT�GPVKVKGU�CPF�PGY�DKQNQIKEU�
CRRN[KPI�VJG�UCOG�
FGHKPKVKQP�CU�/WPQU����CRRTQXGF�D[�VJG�75�(&#�HTQO�CNN�UQWTEGU��PQV�LWUV�2J4/#�OGODGTU��9G�JCXG�
GUVKOCVGF�TGCN�VGTO�4�&�EQUV�KPHNCVKQP�HKIWTGU�HTQO�REFS 24,87��6JG�QXGTCNN�RKEVWTG�UGGOU�VQ�DG�HCKTN[�
TQDWUV�VQ�VJG�RTGEKUG�FGVCKNU�QH�EQUV�CPF�KPHNCVKQP�ECNEWNCVKQPU��2CPGN�a�KU�DCUGF�QP�C�HKIWTG�VJCV�QTKIK�
PCNN[�CRRGCTGF�KP�C�$GTPUVGKP�4GUGCTEJ�TGRQTV�
6JG�.QPI�8KGY�t�4�&�RTQFWEVKXKV[����|5GR��������
�#FLWUVGF�HQT�KPHNCVKQP��2&7(#��2TGUETKRVKQP�&TWI�7UGT�(GG�#EV��
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Total pharma R&D spending doubled to $65B over 2000-2010 
FDA approvals of new molecular entities went down by half 
Number of truly innovative new molecules remained constant at 5-6/year 
2010-2015 has seen large reductions in pharma R&D in the US
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80 times more in real terms to extract a tonne 
of coal from the ground today than it did 
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the industry is left with thin seams that are 
a long way below the ground in areas that 
are prone to flooding and collapse.” Given 
this analysis, people could probably agree 
that continued investment would be justified 
by the realistic prospect of either massive 
improvements in mining technology or large 
rises in fuel prices. If neither was likely, it 
would make financial sense to do less digging.

However, readers of much of what has 
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the drug industry might be left with the 
impression that Eroom’s Law can simply be 
reversed by strategies such as greater man-
agement attention to factors such as project 
costs and speed of implementation26, by 
reorganizing R&D structures into smaller 
focused units in some cases27 or larger units 
with superior economies of scale in others28, 
by outsourcing to lower-cost countries26,  
by adjusting management metrics and 
introducing R&D ‘performance score-
cards’29, or by somehow making scientists 
more ‘entrepreneurial’30,31. In our view, these 
changes might help at the margins but it 
feels as though most are not addressing  
the core of the productivity problem.

There have been serious attempts to 
describe the countervailing forces or to 
understand which improvements have been 
real and which have been illusory. However, 
such publications have been relatively 
rare. They include: the FDA’s ‘Critical Path 
Initiative’23; a series of prescient papers by 
Horrobin32–34, arguing that bottom-up  
science has been a disappointing distraction;  
an article by Ruffolo35 focused mainly on 
regulatory and organizational barriers;  
a history of the rise and fall of medical inno-
vation in the twentieth century by Le Fanu36; 
an analysis of the organizational challenges 
in biotechnology innovation by Pisano37; 
critiques by Young38 and by Hopkins et al.39, 
of the view that high-affinity binding of a 
single target by a lead compound is the best 
place from which to start the R&D process; 
an analysis by Pammolli et al.19, looking at 
changes in the mix of projects in ‘easy’ versus 
‘difficult’ therapeutic areas; some broad-
ranging work by Munos24; as well as a  
handful of other publications.

There is also a problem of scope. If we 
compare the analyses from the FDA23, 
Garnier27, Horrobin32–34, Ruffolo35, Le Fanu36, 
Pisano37, Young38 and Pammolli et al.19, there 
is limited overlap. In many cases, the differ-
ent sources blame none of the same counter-
vailing forces. This suggests that a more 
integrated explanation is required.

Seeking such an explanation is important 
because Eroom’s Law — if it holds — has 
very unpleasant consequences. Indeed, 
financial markets already appear to believe 
in Eroom’s Law, or something similar to it, 
and the impact is being seen in cost-cutting 
measures implemented by major drug com-
panies. Drug stock prices indicate that inves-
tors expect the financial returns on current 
and future R&D investments to be below 
the cost of capital at an industry level40, and 
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DRUG DISCOVERY USUALLY ENDS IN FAILURE

Paul  et al. Nat. Rev. Drug Discover. 9:203, 2010. 
Chodera et al. Curr. Opin. Struct. Biol., 21:150, 2011.

probability of stage success

4.5 years and $219M

this stage has a 92% failure rate
~2-4% overall 
success rate



103 - 106 parts

We regularly design planes, bridges,  
and buildings on computers 

< 102 atoms

Why not small molecule drugs?



How can we bring drug design into 
the 21st century?



How can we bring drug design into 
the 21st century?





How can we design small molecules 
to have intended biological effects?

Will it bind the target with high affinity?
Will its binding mode have the intended effect on the target?
Does it produce the desired effect on cellular 
Will it bind unintended targets? Are the resulting effects unacceptably toxic?



Multiscale physical models can drive 
small molecule design

physical binding constant catalytic life cycle cellular pathways

Kd Ki,app EC50

We use physical modeling and statistical mechanics to build predictive models



How can we compute binding affinities for molecules  
that have yet to be synthesized or tested?

Shoichet BK. Nature 432:862, 2004.

P+ L
Kd↵ PL

Virtual screening methods are in widespread use in drug 
discovery efforts today.  They must work well, right?



How can we compute binding affinities for molecules  
that have yet to be synthesized or tested?

From Warren et al. [GSK], “A Critical Assessment of Docking Programs and Scoring Functions”, J. Med. Chem. 49:5912, 2006.

“For prediction of compound affinity, none of the docking programs or scoring 
functions made a useful prediction of ligand binding affinity.”

Virtual screening methods are in widespread use in drug 
discovery efforts today.  They must work well, right?

There were statistically insignificant correlations (r ) -0.5
to -0.3) between affinity and docking scores observed for the
gyrase B, factor Xa, PPARδ, PDF, and MRS targets (Table 7).
We present a single illustrative example from the MRS data of
the many pAffinity versus scaled score plots generated, but not
shown, as part of our analysis of these data. Though the
correlation coefficient calculated for the plotted MRS data is
-0.3, even a superficial examination of Figure 11 reveals that
no useful correlation existed between the measured affinity and
the docking score. For HCV polymerase, no correlation (r e
-0.1) between score and measured affinity was observed for
any of the 37 scoring functions analyzed as part of this
evaluation. The complete results are tabulated in Supporting
Information.
The observed lack of a strong correlation between affinity

and score for PDF, the metal-containing protease target in this
study, was surprising because previously published data reported
a strong correlation for peptidic inhibitors of human metallo-
proteases (r2 ) 0.78)22 and for dicarboxylic acid inhibitors of
metallo-"-lactamase (r2 ) 0.87).25 It has been noted previously
that success at potency prediction is more likely when the
members of a congeneric series are of similar size and do not
have large conformational differences between the protein bound
and solution states.35 The molecular weight range for each of
the three PDF compound classes was greater than 180. One

possible explanation for the contrast in correlation between
affinity and docking score observed for this study versus
previously published data could be the compound size variation
present in this data set.
A general observation with respect to scoring function

performance on this data set is that no scoring function was
able to rank-order within the congeneric series or to predict
compound potency across series. Except for the case of S.
pneumococcus PDF where the compound affinity was weighted
toward nanomolar compounds, any correlation between docking
score and affinity came from a reduction in the false negative
rate (active compounds predicted to be inactive by the docking
score) and not from a correct rank-order (data not shown).
C.2. In most cases, reproduction of the binding mode did

not improve rank-order or potency prediction performance.
For the targets included in this evaluation, no statistically
significant correlation between docking score and affinity was
observed. One possible explanation is that the docking algo-
rithms did not reproduce the correct binding mode. According
to this hypothesis, we would expect an improvement in
correlation if the experimentally observed binding modes were
evaluated by the scoring function. We remind the reader that
for comparisons between pAffinity and scaled docking score, a
correlation coefficient r ) -1 would correspond to a perfect
rank-ordering of compounds by affinity while r ) +1 would
mean that the scoring function was universally ranking poorly
active compounds higher than more active compounds. Ac-
cordingly, we would hope that correlation coefficients would
be more negative for well-docked compounds than for poorly
docked compounds.
Two of the target data sets, PPARδ and MRS, contained a

large enough number of cocrystal structures to allow us to assess
whether affinity prediction improves for well-docked molecules.
For each target, we computed a correlation coefficient for only
those compounds for which the best-ranked pose was within 2
Å rmsd of the crystallographically determined pose. Table 8
lists the number of well-docked ligands for both of these targets
along with correlation coefficients for the full data set and for
the subset of well-docked ligands. Only programs that correctly
docked at least 30% of the target-specific compounds are
included in Table 8. The comparison between pAffinity and
docking score for a single program is presented graphically in
Figure 12. In this figure, all compounds in the data set are
marked with diamonds while the well-docked compounds are
emphasized by large squares.
Five programs were able to dock at least 30% of the

cocrystallized PPARδ ligands within 2 Å of the crystallographi-
cally determined conformation (Table 8); the rest of the 54
cocrystallized ligands were poorly docked. For most of the
compounds in the full PPARδ data set, we did not have

Figure 10. Plot of scaled score vs pAffinity where the two Chk1 kinase
chemical classes are plotted in magenta (class 1) and blue (class 2). It
is readily apparent that all of the correlation observed between the scaled
docking score and affinity is found in the class 1 molecules and that
no correlation exists between the docking score and class 2 compound
affinities.

Figure 11. Plot of scaled score vs pAffinity for MRS and PPARδ.
While the calculated correlation coefficient for the data shown for MRS
is r ) -0.28, this plot clearly demonstrates that these values are
meaningless. No useful correlation exists between the docking score
and compound affinity.

Table 8. Comparison of the Best Correlation Coefficient r between
pAffinity and Docking Score versus the Correlation Coefficient between
pAffinity and Score for Top-Ranked Poses with rmsd of e2 Å a

MRS PPARδ

program

no. of
well-docked
ligands

all
data

good
pose

no. of
well-docked
ligands

all
data

good
pose

FlexX 17 -0.36 -0.56
Flo+ 29 -0.42 -0.36
Glide 17 0.08 0.50 16 -0.35 -0.54
Gold 23 0.04 0.01 21 -0.43 -0.72
MVP 22 -0.18 -0.31
a The comparison is shown for selected docking programs on two targets,

MRS and PPARδ.

Docking Programs and Scoring Functions Journal of Medicinal Chemistry, 2006, Vol. 49, No. 20 5925

P+ L
Kd↵ PL



How accurate does one need to be 
to have an impact on drug discovery?

A 2 kcal/mol error in prioritizing lead synthesis would speed lead optimization by 3x 
but even 10% improvements would be of tremendous benefit

M. R. Shirts, D. L. Mobley and Scott P. Brown. "Free energy calculations in structure-based drug design",  
in Drug Design: Structure- and Ligand-Based Approaches, pgs. 61-86, 2010.

4 Shirts, Mobley, and Brown
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Fig. 1.1. Distribution of drug a⇤nities of the chemist’s predictions (blue) compared
to the distribution of drug a⇤nities after selection by computer with computation
error � = 0.5 (purple), � = 1.0 (pink), and � = 2.0 (red). The shaded area represents
the total probability of a proposed modification with a⇤nity gain greater than 1.4
kcal/mol. In many situations, Even with moderate error, a reliable method of
filtering compounds could significantly improve the e⇤cency of synthesis in lead
optimization.

one round of synthesis. With 1.0 kcal/mol error, we still have 36% chance
of achieving the goal with the first molecule synthesized, for about a 5 fold
decrease in median number synthesized. Surprisingly, even with 2 kcal/mol
computational noise the time to the goal is reduced about threefold. Simi-
lar computations can be done with large numbers of computer evaluations;
unsurprisingly, the more computational evaluations can be done, the more
computational noise can be tolerated and still yield useful time savings. For
example, even with 2 kcal/mol error, if 100 molecules can be screened, num-
ber of molecules required to be synthesized is reduced eightfold, similar to
the results for 10 molecules and 0.5 kcal/mol error.

Even relatively small numbers of moderately accurate computer predic-
tions may be able to give significant advantage in the pharmaceutical work
flow; 100 screened molecules with 2 kcal/mol noise or 10 screens with 1
kcal/mol noise in our example process could reduce the number of molecules
required to be synthesized by almost an order of magnitude. Clearly, these
calculations assume the simulations are not biased against active compounds,
and errors that are highly dependent on the binding system would result in
less reliable advantages. But physically based prediction methods should in

3x

5x

8x

1x

affinity gain 
goal of 1 log unit

reduction in time 
to goal

Abbott medicinal chemists

0.5 kcal/mol accuracy

1.0 kcal/mol accuracy

2.0 kcal/mol accuracy

binding free energy gain in lead optimization synthesis



What details are crucial  
for accuracy?

Born-Opppenheimer approximation
Limited treatment of QM (DFT or semiempirical)
Implicit treatment of some electrons

Implicit representation of all electrons

Neglect of polarization
Representation of multipolar moments
by fixed charges

Rigid receptor
Rigid or semi-rigid ligand
Single-configuration scoring
Simple solvation model

NATURE

QM/MM

POLARIZABLE 

MM

MM

DOCKING

entropy 
enthalpy 

conformational  
heterogeneity



What details are crucial  
for accuracy?

Born-Opppenheimer approximation
Limited treatment of QM (DFT or semiempirical)
Implicit treatment of some electrons

Implicit representation of all electrons

Neglect of polarization
Representation of multipolar moments
by fixed charges

Rigid receptor
Rigid or semi-rigid ligand
Single-configuration scoring
Simple solvation model

NATURE

QM/MM

POLARIZABLE 

MM

MM

DOCKING

if accurate enough, 
systematically  
remove detail

if insufficiently accurate, 
systematically add detail

molecular mechanics potential energy 
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How can we compute a binding affinity 
including relevant statistical mechanics?

Kd / ⌧
unbound

⌧
bound

bound

time

unbound

P+ L
Kd↵ PL

dissociation 
constant



How can we compute a binding affinity 
including relevant statistical mechanics?

Shan Y, Kim ET, Eastwood MP, Dror RO, Seeliger MA, Shaw DE. JACS 133:9181, 2011.

ANTON 
$50M special-purpose supercomputer from D.E. Shaw Research

Src:dasatanib 
(4 us simulation)

For typical drug off-rates (10-4 s-1), 
reliable calculation of binding affinities would require hour trajectories,  

requiring ~106 years to simulate.

David E. Shaw



alchemical free energy calculations provide a 
rigorous way to efficiently compute binding affinities

∆Gbind

PLP + L

PøP + ø
restraint imposition discharging steric decoupling noninteracting

Requires orders of magnitude less effort than simulating direct association process, 
but still includes all enthalpic/entropic contributions to binding free energy.

multiple simulations of alchemical intermediates

Zn =

!
dx e

−βU(x)

Z =

⌅
e��H(x)dx (1)

�F = ���1 ln Z (2)

P (x) =
e��H(x)

Z
= e�(F�H(x)) (3)

PA(x)

PB(x)
=

exp �(FA �HA(x))

exp �(FB �HB(x))
= e�(�F��H(x)) (4)

PA(x)

PB(x)
= exp (�(�F ��E(x)) (5)

PA(�E

PB(��E)
= exp (�(�F ��E)) (6)

PA(x) = PB(x)e��F���E(x) (7)

1 =
�
(e�(�F��E(x))

⇥
B

(8)

�F = ���1 ln
�
e���E(x)

⇥
B

(9)

�F1⇥N = ���1 ln
ZN

Z1
= ���1 ln

Z2

Z1
· Z3

Z2
· · · ZN

ZN�1
=

N�1⇤

n=1

�Fn⇥n+1 (10)

1

Pioneering work from many: McCammon, van Gunsteren, Kollman, Jorgensen, Chipot, Roux, Boresch, Fujitani, Pande, Shirts, Swope, Christ, Mobley, and many more 
Recent review: Chodera, Mobley, Shirts, Dixon, Branson, Pande. Curr Opin Struct Biol 21:150, 2011. 



Alchemical free energy methods can work reliably in 
simple systems, but complex systems remain challenging

...
JNK3 kinasehydration free energies 

1.04±0.03 kcal/mol (N=44) 
Mobley et al. JPC B, 2007


 1.23±0.01 kcal/mol (N=502) 
Mobley et al. JPC B 2009.

1.89±0.04 kcal/mol (N=13) 
Mobley et al. J Mol Biol 

371:1118, 2007

0.4 kcal/mol* (N=8) 
Fujitani et al. 


JCP 123:084108, 2005

* with 3.2 kcal/mol offset

(not to scale)

model systems pharmaceutically relevant

T4 lysozyme L99A FKBP12

Anecdotal literature reports of success 
(publication bias?)

1.33±0.05 kcal/mol (N=17) 
Nicholls et al. J Med Chem 2008.

0.6±0.2 kcal/mol (N=3) 
Mobley et al. J Mol Biol 

371:1118, 2007

prospective RMS error [sample size]

Calculations are notoriously unreliable. 
(e.g. SAMPL predictive challenges)

retrospective RMS error [sample size]



Alchemical free energy methods can work reliably in 
simple systems, but complex systems remain challenging

hard
easy

solvent only 
small, neutral molecules 
fixed protonation states 

small, rigid protein 
small, neutral ligands 

fixed protonation states 
multiple sidechain orientations 
multiple ligand binding modes

small, rigid protein 
fixed protonation states 
larger drug-like ligands 

with few rotatable bonds  

large protein, multiple conformations 
large drug-like ligands, rotatable bonds 
multiple protonation states? tautomers? 

phosphorylation and activation 
peptide substrate? 
MgCl2 salt effects?

...
JNK3 kinasehydration free energies T4 lysozyme L99A FKBP12

(not to scale)

model systems pharmaceutically relevant





Structural engineering wasn’t 
always so successful

“The subject of mechanical pathology is relatively as legitimate and important a study to the engineer as 
medical pathology is to the physician. While we expect the physician to be familiar with physiology, without 
pathology he would be of little use to his fellow-men, and it [is] as much within the province of the engineer 
to investigate causes, study symptoms, and find remedies for mechanical failures as it is to direct the 
sources of power in nature for the use and convenience of man.” 

- George Thomson, 1888

There were 250 bridge failures in the US and Canada between 1878-1888.



Learning from failure drives progress

“When I started Intel we couldn’t make a device twice in a row in the same way. I earned my 
reputation by being part of a team that figured out why a thing was not reproducible… The 
attitude [in high-tech] is, something went wrong for a reason, let’s find the gold nugget… 
But in pharma, if a clinical trial doesn’t work…they just throw [the drug] away…” 

- Andy Grove (former CEO of Intel)



predictions fail for three reasons

We need to UNDERSTAND why failures occur TO improve 
THE ROBUSTNESS OF our PREDICTIVE MODELS

2.   We’re missing some essential chemical in our simulations  
(e.g. protonation states, tautomers, covalent association)

3.   We haven’t sampled all of the relevant conformations 

V (q) =
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1. The forcefield does a poor job of modeling the physics of our system



Fail fast, fail cheap

computational
predictions

experimental
confirmation



Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) PROVIDES A FLEXIBLE 
FRAMEWORK FOR enhancements

GHMC protonation 
state MC

tautomeric 
state MC

sidechain 
NCMC other MC...

composite MCMC sampling scheme for one alchemical state

... ... ...

propagation mixing

X
...

state 1

state 2

state 3

state 4

Can be combined with replica exchange schemes to decrease correlation times

chemical effectsconformational 
sampling enhanced sampling schemes



How can we speed up FREE ENERGY calculations?

many CPU-weeks/
calculation

$50K 
5 TFLOP/s 

!

doubling  
~18 moNTHs

Doesn’t fit neatly in a synthetic chemist’s 
timeframe to wait weeks for an answer.





many CPU-weeks/
calculation

$500 
5 TFLOP/s 
!

Beating 
Moore’s 
law?

overnight on a 
workstation?

we Can exploit new GPU technologies to reach 
practical computation times

How can we speed up FREE ENERGY calculations?

$50K 
5 TFLOP/s 

!

doubling  
EVERY 

18 moNTHs



A free, open-source, extensible platform 
for free energy calculations and ligand design

YANK: An open-source, community-oriented platform for  
GPU-accelerated free energy calculations

http://www.getyank.org

NVIDIA GTX-Titan ($1000)

http://openmm.org 
gromacs benchmarks from http://biowulf.nih.gov/apps/gromacs-gpu.html

method natoms gromacs CPU OpenMM GPU speedup
GB/SA 2,489 2.54 ns/day 287 ns/day 113 x

RF 23,558 18.8 ns/day 163 ns/day 8.7 x
PME 23,558 6.96 ns/day 104 ns/day 15 x

OpenMM speedup (GTX Titan) over 12-core Xeon X5650 CPU for DHFR

http://www.getyank.org


Hamiltonian exchange protocol allows for repeated 
binding/unbinding events and reorientation in site

indole binding to T4 lysozyme L99A 
12 h on 2 NVIDIA Tesla M2090 GPUs 

Hamiltonian exchange with Gibbs sampling

solid fully interacting
transparent noninteracting

Chodera and Shirts. JCP 135:194110, 2011 
Wang, Chodera, Yang, and Shirts. JCAMD 27:989, 2013. 

http://github.org/choderalab/yank

http://github.org/choderalab/yank


Additional binding sites can be identified and individual 
affinities estimated by Mixing in monte carlo moves

benzene bound to T4 lysozyme L99A 
AMBER96 + OBC GBSA

core site

surface sites

Chodera and Shirts. JCP 135:194110, 2011 
Wang, Chodera, Yang, and Shirts. JCAMD 27:989, 2013. 

http://github.org/choderalab/yank

http://github.org/choderalab/yank


Fail fast, fail cheap

computational
predictions

experimental
confirmation





+

�G1

�G2

�G3

�G4

�G5

1. PREDICT HOW MODIFICATIONS TO LIGAND WILL CHANGE AFFINITY 
2. TEST EXPERIMENTALLY



Synthesis of new compounds to test 
hypotheses is expensive and time-consuming

Synthesis of imatinib





+

�G1

�G2

�G3

1. PREDICT HOW MODIFICATIONS TO PROTEIN WILL CHANGE AFFINITY 
2. TEST EXPERIMENTALLY



How can we make wetlab experiments look more like 
problems we know how to solve efficiently?

messy 
laborious 

inconsistent 
skill-dependent 

9 am - 5 pm

?

precise 
structured 
consistent 

reproducible 
round-the-clock



AUTOMATE. EVERYTHING. 

Automated platform for bacterial cloning, mutagenesis, expression, purification, 
and binding affinity measurement with 24/7 operational capacity



Assay automation can control error

Shake/Mix Spin Read FluorescenceDispense



model systems can teach us 
valuable lessons

kinases

small, rigid protein 
small, neutral ligands 

fixed protonation states 
multiple sidechain orientations 
multiple ligand binding modes

small, rigid protein 
fixed protonation states 

larger natural product-like  
ligands with rotatable bonds  

large protein, multiple conformations 
large drug-like ligands, rotatable bonds 
multiple protonation states? tautomers? 

phosphorylation and activation 
peptide substrate? 

easy 
hard

IL-2 trypsin 

small protein 
fixed protonation states 

some allostery and 
binding site plasticity 

small, rigid protein 
small ligands 

charged ligands 
protonation state changes

FKBP-12T4 lysozyme L99A



predictions fail for three reasons

2.   We’re missing some essential chemical in our simulations  
(e.g. protonation states, tautomers, covalent association)

3.   We haven’t sampled all of the relevant conformations 
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1. The forcefield does a poor job of modeling the physics of our system



predictions fail for three reasons

3.   We haven’t sampled all of the relevant conformations 



How can we quantitatively understand  
(and design) the selectivity of kinase inhibitors?

Nature Biotech 26:127, 2008
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Nature Biotech 26:127, 2008



Differences in stabilities of inactive states may be 
responsible for origin of some kinase inhibitor selectivity

* essentially same binding mode in X-ray structure, same interactions 
* calculations suggest no difference in binding free energy [J Biol Chem 285:13807, 2010; PNAS 110:1664, 2013]

Src:imatinib ΔG =   -6.2 kcal/mol
Abl:imatinib ΔG = -10.9 kcal/mol

ΔΔG =    4.7 kcal/mol



Differences in stabilities of inactive states may be 
responsible for origin of some kinase inhibitor selectivity

high free energy states (inactive?)}
low free energy state (active?)

ΔG of confinement to  
binding-competent 

state ΔG of binding to  
binding-competent 

state
net ΔG 

of binding

0

QUANTIFYING CONFORMATION ENERGETICS MAY be crucial to 
successful design of selective kinase inhibitors

Lee and Craik. Science 324:213, 2009



can we build An Atlas of kinase 
structures and energetics?

Lee and Craik. Science 324:213, 2009

�Gconf

i



can we build An Atlas of kinase 
structures and energetics?

�Gbind
i

Lee and Craik. Science 324:213, 2009

�Gconf

i

ΔG of 
trapping

conformation
ΔG of 

binding
to trapped

conformationnet ΔG
of binding

0

�G = �kBT ln
X

i

e��(�Gconf

i +�Gbind

i )



How can we model the statistical dynamics of complex systems?
Brownian diffusion in a model one-dimensional potential

fast

intermediate

slow



p(t) = e
Kt

p(0)

τint

Ċ(t) ⇡

�
Z 1

0
dt0 M(t� t0)

�
C(t) ⌘ KC(t)

If a separation of timescales exists, we can accurately 
describe kinetics with a discrete-state Markov model

q

V(
q)

fast

slow

A B

Ċ(t) = −

!
t

0

dt
′
M(t − t

′)C(t′)

time

C(t)

M(t)

p(nτ) = [T(τ)]np(0)

continuous time  
(rate matrix)

discrete time 
(transition matrix)

Because of coarse-graining in space, there must be coarse-
graining of time as well! 

autocorrelation function

memory function

Zwanzig. J. Stat. Phys. 30:255, 1983.

Coarse-graining of space into discrete states introduces memory:

If a separation of timescales exists, first-order rates emerge:

This produces a Markov model in continuous or discrete time:



p(t) = eKtp(0)

hA(t)i⇥0
= hA,p(t)i =

KX

k=1

e��kt hA,uki huk, �0i

Once we construct a model for transitions among metastable 
states, properties of interest can be computed from the model

1

2

3

4
5

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

k11 k12 . . . k1N

k21

.

.

.

.

.

.

kN1 kNN

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

run simulations state decomposition estimation of rates property computation

pathways / kinetics

spectroscopy

populations

errors

The plan:

Computing properties:
populations

spectroscopy

spectroscopy

pathways / kinetics

transition path theory (TPT):

errors
Singhal N and VS Pande.  JCP 123:204909, 2005. 

Hinrichs NS and VS Pande. JCP 126:244101, 2007. 
Bacallado S, Chodera JD, Pande VS. JCP 131:045106, 2009.

Noé F. JCP 128:244103, 2008. 
Chodera JD and Noé F. JCP 133:105102, 2010. 

Sarich, Noé, Schütte. Multisc. Model Simul. 2010.

Vanden-Eijnden.  Lecture  Notes in Physics. 2006. 
Noé, Schütte, Vanden-Eijnden, Reich, Weikl. PNAS 2009. 

Berezhkovskii, Hummer, Szabo. JCP 2009.



Can a Markov model describe simple peptide dynamics?

ҁ ҃

ACE - ALA - NME

[+ William C. Swope, Jed W. Pitera, and Ken A. Dill]



Can a Markov model describe simple peptide dynamics?

[+ William C. Swope, Jed W. Pitera, and Ken A. Dill]



Alanine dipeptide has six clearly resolved metastable states

ҁ ҃

ACE - ALA - NME

ҁ
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Potential of mean force in units of kT at 302 K

AMBER ff96 in TIP3P solvent



Statistical evolution can still be complex

[+ William C. Swope, Jed W. Pitera, and Ken A. Dill]



Statistical evolution can still be complex
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1000 NVE trajectories 100 ps in length 
initiated from canonical distribution 

within each state

[+ William C. Swope, Jed W. Pitera, and Ken A. Dill]
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[+ William C. Swope, Jed W. Pitera, and Ken A. Dill]

Tt = e
Kt

Tthk = µkhk = e
λkt

hk

Compute eigenvalues of transition matrix 
and relate them to rate matrix

If transitions can be described by a 
phenomenological rate constant, then 
for t > τeq

Convert eigenvalues to implied 
timescales

Timescales must be constant for t > τeq

tk = −λ−1

k
= −τ/ log µk



A model constructed from short trajectories can 
reproduce dynamics over long times

k12

k21

k31 k13

k43

k34

k24k42
k62

k26

k54

k45

k65k56

State populations from many long trajectories
Markov model constructed from short trajectories

(not all transitions shown)

memory yields 
poor approximation

memory minimal; 
good approximation 

at > 6 ps

}
}



The statistical dynamics can be hierarchical

fast

intermediate

slow

hierarchical description of statistical dynamics

A B C D

tim
es

ca
le

Is there some general principle that allows us 
to deduce this statistical behavior for complex 
systems?



p(k�) ⇡ Tkp(0)

We don’t need Markovity in coarse-grained dynamics 
MSMs approximate slow eigenspace of transfer operator

slow dynamics of interest

fast, irrelevant dynamics

transition operator for time τ

eigenvalueseigenfunctions

well-separated eigenvalues indicate 
strongly metastable states

Prinz JH, Wu H, Sarich M, Keller B, Fischbach M, Held M, Chodera JD, Schütte Ch, and Noé F. JCP 2011.

General time-evolution:

Separate evolution operator into slow and fast components:

Brownian diffusion on 
one-dimensional potential

Approximation error can be bounded;

Statistical error can be assessed.

Sarich, Noé, Schütte. Mult. Mod. Sim. 8:1154, 2010.

Chodera, Noé. JCP 13:105102, 2010.



Approximation quality improves with finer partitioning
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Prinz, Wu, Sarich, Keller, Fischbach, Held, Chodera, Schütte, and Noé. JCP 2011.

Sarich, Noé, Schütte. Multisc. Model Simul. 2010.

approximation error bound:



M(T) =
1
M

K�

i=1

Tii

We can approximate the eigenfunctions and discover metastable 
sets using an adaptive kinetic clustering algorithm

MICROSTATES

MACROSTATES

REFINED
MICROSTATES

REFINED
MACROSTATES

maximize trace of 
macrostate transition matrix

K-medoid partitioning
on each macrostate

lump over all microstates
to maximize trace

K-medoid partitioning 
of entire sampled space

IT
E

R
AT

E

SPLIT

LUMP

SPLIT

LUMP

Maximize metastability while controlling statistical error

metastability

Chodera, Singhal, Swope, Pande, Dill. JCP 126:155101, 2007. 
Bacallado, Chodera, Pande. JCP 131:045106, 2009. 
Chodera and Noé. JCP 133:105102, 2010.

Ch. Schütte, Deuflhard, Huisinga, Weber, Röblitz (neé Kube), Meerbach, 
Fischer, Junge, Dellnitz, Chodera, Pande, Bacallado, Hummer, Roux…

Based on tremendous quantity of mathematical work by

Clustering alternates between: 
* geometric similarity (heavy-atom RMSD) 
* kinetic similarity (microstate transition probabilities)



NMR model of trpzip2

metastable states from simulation data 
at high temperature

trpzip2 
[PDB:1LE1]

Metastable states at high temperature

Chodera, Singhal, Swope, Pande, Dill. JCP 126:155101, 2007.



Dynamics is dominated by residence within metastable states, 
with brief excursions to other states

(color indicates metastable state)



Structural data on human kinases is incomplete

http://www.sgc.ox.ac.uk/research/kinases/

human kinases with available 
structural data

number of structures/kinase



ENSEMBLER: Automating simulations at the superfamily scale

Patrick Grinaway

PBSB student

Daniel Parton

Postdoc

Kyle Beauchamp

Postdoc

http://biorxiv.org/content/early/2015/06/29/018036 
http://github.com/choderalab/ensembler

Sonya Hanson

Postdoc

http://github.com/choderalab/ensembler


ENSEMBLER: Automating simulations at the superfamily scale

Patrick Grinaway

PBSB student

Daniel Parton

Postdoc

Kyle Beauchamp

Postdoc

http://biorxiv.org/content/early/2015/06/29/018036 
http://github.com/choderalab/ensembler

Sonya Hanson

Postdoc

http://github.com/choderalab/ensembler


Folding@Home gives us access to enormous computational 
resources for probing biomolecular dynamics

http://folding.stanford.edu
Over 31 PFLOP/s of aggregate computational power!

Vijay S. Pande 
Stanford University

Table last updated at Mon, 01 Jun 2015 23:02:21

http://folding.stanford.edu


Folding@Home enables whole-kinome 
simulation

518 human protein kinases

3,507 kinase catalytic domain structures

excluding splice and disease variants 

in UniProt

1,816,626 kinase models will be built and refined
on new MSKCC compute resources housed at SDSC

x
=

18,166,260 kinase simulations on Folding@Home
over one year

MSKCC cBio cluster @ SDSC

~



Exploiting scalable, fault-tolerant frameworks (e.g. hadoop, spark, redis, celery, cassandra) 
is essential to enable scalability to the family scale



even large trajectory datasets are  
not large enough



we need adaptive sampling strategies

distributed naïve simulations 
are just too inefficient
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ASSUME THAT WE ARE INTERESTED IN A SPECIFIC RARE EVENT (TRANSITION) A TO B

A

B C

reaction coordinate #1

rea
cti

on
 co

or
din

ate
 #2Naive approach is to run a series of simulations 

starting in A and just count. 

This of course will fail for metastable systems since 
chances of reaching B are too small.

P (A! B) #{A! B}
#{A! A [ B}
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SAMPLING PATHS

reaction coordinate #1

rea
cti

on
 co

or
din

ate
 #2The concept of running simulations of specific types 

can be seen as 

A

CB

drawing samples from the (sub-)set of trajectories

Instead of just drawing samples we can employ all the 
usual tricks to generate samples

We call a (sub-)set of trajectories an ensemble.

importance sampling 
multi-ensemble sampling 
MCMC
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A

B C

reaction coordinate #1

rea
cti

on
 co

or
din

ate
 #2

SCHEME
1. Define path ensembles!
2. Generate samples (trajectories) in each ensemble!
3. Reweight!
4. Compute target property using joint ensemble

BENEFITS
1. No bias in the dynamics!
2. Simple reweighting factors!
3. Mostly short trajectories!
4. No model

PROBLEMS
1. Need to know states!
2. Need to set interfaces manually!
3. Requires good idea of a reaction coordinate
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SAMPLING USING MCMC (THE SHOOTING MOVE)

Given an initial path we can use MCMC.

We need samples in specific ensembles or 
concrete: paths of a specific type

(1) propose a new trajectory 
(2) accept / reject

Difficulty is to generate paths with the correct relative 
probabilities:

Likely paths should be generated with higher probability

A B

This can be done using the shooting move.

1. Pick a (random) point in an existing path 
sampled from a given ensemble.

2. Extend from that point on in one or both 
directions to generate a proposal trajectory 
until you reach A or B

A B

3. If the new trajectory is not in the ensemble 
(type of trajectory) reject otherwise use a 
Metropolis criterion to accept / reject

P. G. Bolhuis, C. Dellago, P. L. Geissler, and D. Chandler, 
“Transition path sampling: throwing ropes over mountains in the dark,”  
J. Phys. Condens. Mat., vol. 12, pp. A147–A152, 2000.
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A Python Framework to run Path Sampling Algorithms!
!

www.openpathsampling.org

✓ Easy to use  
beginners can quickly learn to use it!
!

✓ Easy to extend 
advanced users can use it to develop new methods!
!

✓ Use modern simulation tools 
OpenMM can use GPU acceleration
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FUNDAMENTAL ENSEMBLES

AllIn(A) AllOut(A)
Length

PartIn(A) PartOut(A)

since ensembles are sets we can use set operations with the fundamental ensembles (and, or, not, … )
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A B

Transition Interface Sampling (TIS)

First frame in A, last frame in A or B, arbitrary length,  
all other frames not in A or B, at least on frame crosses interface X

interface

Sequential([,
,,,,Length(1),&,AllIn(A),,
,,,,AllOut(A,|,B),&,PartOut(interface),,
,,,,Length(1),&,AllIn(A,|,B),
])
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Combine advantages of MSMs and path sampling: !
1. Use MSM to discover states and identify interface sets!
2. Use OPS to sample rare events and improve transition matrices

ADAPTIVE MARKOV STATE MODEL CONSTRUCTION VIA PATH SAMPLING

Could lead to a fully Bayesian MSM approach



www.openpathsampling.org
A Framework to run Path Sampling Algorithms 

!

Code Cell Toolbar: None

 (/tree/) Alanine Example  Last Checkpoint: Nov 17 19:12 (autosaved)

File Edit View Insert Cell Kernel Help
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In [63]:

In [64]:

In [65]:

Out[64]:
-30 -29 -21 -25 -27 -26 -321b

0f-27 -24 -31

2f-26 -29 -30

3f-28 -29 -38

4b -31 -28 -26 -20 -27

5f-26 -27 -24 -30

6b -36 -27 -20

Out[65]: 60b
62f

63b
65f

66b
67b

68b
69f

70b
71f
72f

73b
74f

77b
80b

81f
82b

83b

tree.rejected = True
tree.states = [('StateA','orange'),('StateX','black')]
tree.op = simulator.storage.cv.load('psi').get_transformed_view(lambda x : int(x / 3.141592653 * 180))
tree.from_samples(samples)

view = tree.renderer
view.zoom = 1.1
view.scale_y = 24
view.scale_x = 24
view.font_size = 0.35
SVG(view.to_svg())

tree.rejected = False
tree.states = []
tree.op = None
samples = simulator.storage.sample.by_ensemble(simulator.storage.ensemble.load(3))
tree.from_samples(samples)
view = tree.renderer
view.zoom = 1.1
view.horizontal_gap = -0.01
view.scale_y = 15
view.scale_x = 24
view.font_size = 0.8
view.font_family = 'Times'
SVG(view.to_svg())

PathTrees

Version 1.0 coming soon

David Swenson Jan-Hendrik Prinz Peter Bolhuis



The Chodera Lab @ MSKCC

Code and data available at http://www.choderalab.org 
Start Folding at http://folding.stanford.edu

Kyle Beauchamp 
postdoc

Sonya Hanson 
postdoc

Patrick Grinaway 
PBSB

Chaya Stern 
TPCB

Daniel Parton 
postdoc

Bas Rustenburg 
PBSB

Julie Behr 
CBM

Kadeem Ho Sang 
admin

http://www.choderalab.org


Collaborators
Stanford 
Vijay Pande

OpenMM team

Omnia team

Folding@home team

!
IBM Almaden 
Bill Swope

Jed Pitera

Julia Rice

!
University of Chicago 
Nina Singhal Hinrichs

!
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David Mobley

!
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Marilyn Gunner

!
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Christopher Bayly

Anthony Nicholls

Stony Brook 
Ken Dill
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!
UCSF 
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!
Simon Fraser  
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!
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Michael Shirts

!
Duke 
David Minh

!
Freie Universität Berlin 
Frank Noé

Bettina Keller

Jan-Hendrik Prinz

!
Rutgers 
Zhiqiang Tan

!
University of Edinburgh 
Antonia S. J. S. Mey

UC Berkeley 
Susan Marqusee

Carlos Bustamante

Christian Kaiser

!
University of Chicago 
Suri Vaikuntanathan

!
LBNL 
Gavin Crooks

!
Vanderbilt 
Joel Tellinghuisen

!
Hessian Informatics 
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!

Code and data available at http://www.choderalab.org

http://folding.stanford.edu

http://www.choderalab.org


Omnia: 
open source, High performance, high usability 

toolkits for predictive biomolecular simulation.

http://omnia.md

http://omnia.md

